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ASIAN KITCHEN LUO LLC

3 compartment sink Bleach

Walk in cooler
Walk in freezer
Egg drop soup
Black frigidaire freezer

34
-5

156
-20

Cooked shrimp
Raw beef
Raw chicken
White rice
Egg droup soup
Pork eggroll
Breaded Chicken
Lettuce
Sweet and sour chicken

Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Cooking
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Reheating

38
36
35
157
157
179
68
67
185

605307040



10
0

14: Cutting board has too many grooves. Please replace. 
20: Breaded chicken was taken from the refrigerator and sat on counter. Chicken 
temperature was 68 degrees Fahrenheit 
21: Beaded chicken that was cooked on yesterday was not date mark. Please 
date mark food that’s been cooked or vegetables thats been chopped and held 
overnight. 
37: Food stored directly in grocery bags. (Pork) Please store food in approved 
containers. 
37: Uncovered food containers in prep cooler. Please keep food covered. 
38: Employee is not wearing a hair restraint while cooking. 
45: Grease build up on side of fryers. 
49: Pipe under hand sink near ware washing area leaks when water is turned on. 
52: Dumpster doors were open. Please keep doors close. 
53: Ceiling tile is missing in kitchen near walk in cooler.
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18: I did not observe establishment cooling down food. However their procedure is to put chicken in containers after its 
cooked. They have fan blowing on food. They put on gloves then feel food to see if its cool enough to put in refrigerator.
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58:

See last page for additional comments.
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See last page for additional comments.



Source Type: Food Source: Eagle food,First choice 

Source Type: Source:
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Source Type: Source:

ASIAN KITCHEN LUO LLC
605307040

I informed person in charge that food cannot be left on counter and the food has to be hot held or cold held. 
There was a container of breaded chicken sitting on counter and when i took a temperature is was 68 degrees. I 
asked person in charge how long has this chicken been sitting out and she said since 11am. I told her to keep 
chicken in refrigerator and when someone comes to order to take only the amount of chicken for that order and 
reheat.

I Educated person in charge on the cooling down method.

Additional Comments


